This paper deals with thermally induced meniscus oscillations in a two-phase system consisting of a liquid plug and a vapor bubble in a capillary tube of circular cross-section. This system represents the simplest version of a heat transfer device called ''pulsating heat pipe" (PHP). Our purpose is to gain fundamental understanding of the physical processes that cause self-sustained thermally driven oscillations. A visualization experiment is performed and the oscillations of the liquid-vapor meniscus and the vapor pressure are observed. We propose next a theoretical model. It differs from existing models by the account of the two-phase equilibrium that occurs locally at the vapor-liquid interface and by introduction of the time varying wetting films through which the major part of the heat and mass transfer occurs.
Introduction
The pulsating heat pipe (PHP) [1] is a long capillary tube bent into many turns and partially filled with a two-phase, usually single component, working fluid. The tube is simple, with no wick structure. When heated, the fluid spontaneously forms many vapor bubbles separated by liquid plugs inside the tube. Evaporation of liquid in the hot (evaporator) sections and subsequent condensation in the cold (condenser) sections creates oscillations of the bubble-plug structure. These oscillations are very important because they lead to a substantial increase of the heat transfer rate in comparison with other types of heat pipes [2] . In addition to the latent heat transfer characteristic for them, the sensible heat transfer occurs in PHP. While sweeping an evaporator section, a liquid plug accumulates the heat, which is then transferred to the condenser section when the plug penetrates there.
Because of their simplicity and high performance, PHPs are often considered as highly promising. Their industrial application is however limited because their functioning is not well controlled. Multiple parameters affect its thermal performance. During the last decade, researchers have extensively studied PHPs [3] . Tong et al. [4] , Miyazki and Arikawa [5] , Xu et al. [6] and Gi et al. [7] conducted flow visualization studies. Ethanol, methanol, deionized water and R142b were used in their studies. Their experiments confirmed the existence of self-sustained thermally driven oscillations in PHPs. Charoensawan et al. [8] and Yang et al. [9] performed experiments with different tube diameters, configurations, orientations and filling ratios and studied the thermal performance of PHPs in different conditions. However, the functioning of PHPs is not completely understood. Unlike other types of heat pipes, the functioning of PHPs is nonstationary and thus difficult to model. A complicated interplay of different hydrodynamic and phase-exchange phenomena needs to be accounted for.
There are only few modelling approaches available in the literature. Zhang et al. [10] , Dobson [11, 12] studied the governing mechanism of the PHP using simple models. They studied a Ushaped miniature tube (i.e. single bend PHP) with a single liquid plug or a vapor bubble. The evaporation/condensation rate is assumed to be proportional to the difference of the temperatures of the vapor and the walls in contact with it. In the vapor bubble evolution equation this leads to terms analogous to those of sensible heat transfer between the vapor and the tube walls. The approach [10] has been extended by Shaffi et al. [13] to model both looped and unlooped PHPs with multiple vapor bubbles, liquid plugs and tube bends. This model has been used later by another team [14] , also for multi-bubble PHP modelling.
It is well known from general considerations of thermal resistance that during the meniscus evaporation, an important contribution to the heat and mass transfer comes from thin liquid films that may cover the interior of the capillary. The local twophase equilibrium exists at the interface of microscopically thin films [15] so that the interface is at saturation or very close to it. This effect was completely neglected in the above mentioned modelling approaches. Dobson [11, 12] has included a film in his singlebubble model. However the film mass exchange in his model was not related to the liquid-vapor equilibrium and the mass exchange was proportional to the difference of temperatures of the vapor and the wall, just like in the other works that did not treat the films at all. The single-bubble model of Zhang and Faghri [16] has taken a step forward by rigorously showing that most part of heat and mass exchange occurs via the films in the PHP. The shape of the curved meniscus including the film has been calculated.
Globally, the existing models describe oscillations of small amplitude. During these oscillations, the meniscus is located almost all the time in the condenser section. This contradicts most cited above experimental results where strong amplitude meniscus oscillations are observed. At each oscillation the meniscus sweeps both the condenser and evaporator. The objective of the present work is to propose a model that accounts for the twophase equilibrium at the vapor-liquid interface and can explain such large amplitude oscillations. Some experimental results will be presented and compared with the model.
Experiments

Experimental setup
The main part of the experimental setup ( Fig. 1) is a capillary tube of 2 mm internal diameter. The evaporator section of the tube (of length L e = 15 cm) is made inside an opaque copper cylindrical block. Three heating coils are wound around it. Power rating of each coil is 88 W. The temperature of the evaporator is regulated to a constant value T e with a tolerance of ±1°C. The 25 cm long condenser section is made of transparent glass. It is enveloped by a transparent heat exchanger so that the coolant (silicon oil with low freezing temperature) flows around the condenser. Two ends of the exchanger are connected to a thermostatic bath (MINISTAT CC with operating range À25-150°C). This bath operates with a maximum flow rate of 18 l/min at 600 mbar. The flow rate is 12 l/min at 300 mbar. It allows the condenser temperature T c to be maintained constant within ±0.1°C. A small section of 1 cm between the condenser and the evaporator is insulated, and acts as the adiabatic section. Such a setup provides the fluid visualization only inside the condenser.
The closed left end of the evaporator section is connected to the KISTLER Ò piezoresistive absolute pressure sensor (type 4005 B and operating range of 0-20 bar). The pressure sensor is calibrated in the pressure range 0-3 bar with an accuracy of 2 mbar. A vacuum line, isolated from the main capillary tube through a shut-off valve, is also connected to the left evaporator end. This vacuum connection serves two purposes. First, it helps to remove any non-condensable gases present in the capillary tube before charging it with the working fluid. Second, it helps to control the position of the liquid-vapor meniscus in the beginning of the experiment.
The open right end of the capillary tube is connected to a large reservoir filled with the working fluid. A heating coil is wound around this reservoir to control the reservoir pressure. The entire system is first evacuated completely to remove any non-condensable gases. The liquid reservoir is then filled with the working fluid (n-pentane), which is convenient because of its low saturation temperature at the ambient pressure. A pressure gauge and two thermocouples serve to measure the pressure and the temperature in the reservoir. The meniscus displacement x, counted from the left end of the evaporator, is measured from the condenser images acquired with a high speed (3000 frames/s) digital camera.
Experimental results
The oscillations in the system (i.e. its instability) appear when the difference between the temperatures T e and T c exceeds a threshold value. At small T c , the meniscus does not move out of the condenser (towards the fluid reservoir) which is convenient for the visualization; small T c values (0-10°C) are used. For T e = 65°C and T c = 0°C, the maximum meniscus displacement is about 39 cm. The displacement variation shown in Fig. 2b is truncated not only from below but also from above because of the limited field of view of the camera. Unlike the previous case, the pressure variation is regular (see Fig. 2b ). The amplitude of pressure is about 50 kPa. The pressure curve is steeper at expansion than at compression. The oscillation period is about 0.34 s. Kinks in the displacement plot correspond to the sudden relocation of the meniscus because of the following effect. When the rate of condensation onto the moving liquid film in the condenser is high enough, the liquid film becomes unstable. It means that the liquid film bulges toward the tube axis and coalesces with the bulged liquid film from the opposite wall. This leads to the formation of a secondary small bubble and the meniscus of the main bubble is relocated. This can occur during the movement both towards or away from the evaporator. The secondary bubble disappears quickly by coalescing with the main bubble, which causes another kink. Note that in both cases the meniscus penetrates into the evaporator at each oscillation. In Section 4 we discuss a comparison of the experiment with the model presented below.
Theoretical and numerical modelling
Model geometry
The geometry of the problem (Fig. 4) is similar to the works presented earlier in [11, 12] . The liquid plug confines a vapor bubble is constant and assumed to be equal to the sum of the reservoir pressure p r and the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid column in the reservoir. This geometry is also equivalent to a half of the U-shaped tube, provided that the oscillations in its branches are symmetrical. The evaporator length is L e and the evaporator tube wall is maintained at a constant temperature T e . This section is separated from the condenser of length L c by an adiabatic section of length L a . The condenser wall temperature is constant and equal to T c . The vapor bubble is characterized by its length x, the vapor temperature T v and the pressure p v . The evaporation/condensation occurs mainly from/to the liquid film, the part of the length of which inside the evaporator is denoted by L lf . The length of the dry part of evaporator is denoted by x f . A part L r of the liquid plug that extends beyond the condenser is much larger than
Superheated vapor model
Before considering the full model that accounts for the film evaporation, we first analyze a simpler model with no film (L lf = 0). This is done in an attempt to obtain some analytical results. Within several details, it is analogous to the single-bubble version of the model presented in [13] . By the reasons mentioned above, this model is also similar to that of Dobson [11, 12] (at least it coincides with it in the linear approximation treated below).
The first principle of thermodynamics written for the vapor bubble (vapor energy equation) is
where c vv is the vapor specific heat at constant volume assumed to be independent of the temperature; m v : vapor mass; U e and U c : heat exchange coefficients of evaporation and condensation, respectively. The heat exchange terms come from evaporation/condensation heat exchange, see [11] [12] [13] . These terms are equivalent to those of the sensible heat exchange of the gas with the tube walls. The last term corresponds to the mechanical work. The meniscus velocity is defined by the equation:
where dot means the time derivative. The lengths of the vapor in contact with the evaporator and the condenser are defined by the expressions:
otherwise:
The vapor pressure is defined by the equation of state which is assumed to be that of ideal gas like in [11] [12] [13] :
where R v is the gas constant divided by the vapor molar mass. This equation can be applied because the vapor is assumed to be superheated, which means that its temperature is larger than the saturation temperature T sat (p v ). Note that m v is constant in the superheated vapor model and is defined by the initial conditions. The momentum equation for the liquid plug reads:
where
is the liquid mass; q is the liquid density.
S is the pressure force and
is the friction force. Like in [11] , the coefficient C f is taken for the single-phase flow. It depends on the Reynolds number Re = V d/m (m: kinematic viscosity): Re P 1180:
The linear stability analysis of this model can be performed as usually [17] . The following substitutions are thus made: 
where s is a characteristic time scale and y i (t) ( 1, i = 1,2,3 are infinitesimally small perturbations of the constant equilibrium values (denoted by the angle brackets). It should be checked if the initial perturbations grow or decay in time and under which conditions. In other words, one needs to determine if the equilibrium is stable or not. It turns out that the form of set of equations linearized with respect to y i changes depending on the equilibrium meniscus position hxi. Two cases need to be considered separately, where hxi is located in (i) the evaporator or adiabatic section or (ii) the condenser. Note that due to the smallness of oscillations around the equilibrium, the meniscus can be considered to always stay in the same section as hxi.
Equilibrium meniscus position located in the evaporator or adiabatic sections
For this case hxi < L e + L a ,L vc = 0, and all the condenser parameters disappear from the problem. By zeroing the time derivatives, one obtains from (1), (2), (5), (6):
Since the competition between evaporation and condensation is nonexistent in this case, it is a priori clear that the equilibrium is stable for any parameters. It can also be shown rigorously. By using (9)- (14) in (1), (2), (5), (6) and by linearizing them with respect to y i , one obtains the set:
The expression (22) is valid for the case hxi < L e . For the case L e < hxi < L e + L a ,hxi in (22) should be replaced by L e . One mentions that the characteristic time 2p/s corresponds to the eigenfrequency of a massive plug that oscillates in a cylinder closed from one side and filled with a gas.
The linear stability analysis shows that the system is always stable in this case. The relaxation time is given by (22). The relaxation is the fastest when the following simple relation is satisfied:
An example of the numerical solution of the full (nonlinearized) set of Eqs. 1, 2, 5, 6 for this case is shown in Fig. 5a . The calculations are performed using the parameters for water at 1 bar [11] and T e = 150°C, T c = 25°C, L e = 6 cm, L a = 4 cm, L c = 5 cm, L r = 4.5 cm, U e = U c = 800 W/(m 2 K). In agreement with the analytical analysis, the system remains stable and the oscillations, which appear due to initial deviation from equilibrium, quickly decline. The meniscus position tends to the asymptotic value defined by (14) . Note that a temporary penetration of the meniscus into the condenser does not make the system unstable. 
Equilibrium meniscus position located in the condenser section
It can be shown that in this case the system may exhibit either stable or unstable behavior. More specifically, the system develops an instability if b/a > K or, equivalently:
A corresponding solution of the nonlinear set (1), (2), (5), (6) is shown in Fig. 5b . For this case, b = 3.8, a = 8.4, b/a > K = 0.32 and the instability should occur. Indeed, the meniscus oscillates around a position given by (14) , (23).
Note that the amplitude of oscillations is small. After a transition period, the meniscus always remains in the condenser and adiabatic sections without penetrating into the evaporator. In the framework of the above cited models, where the heat exchange terms come from the evaporation/condensation arguments, it means that the evaporation is absent, which is incoherent. According to our parametric analysis, this seems to be a general feature of the superheated vapor type models. Dobson [11] reports an intermittent penetration of the meniscus into the evaporator. In our attempt of reproducing his results with his model and his parameters we could not obtain such a penetration and the meniscus always remained in the condenser. We attribute this discrepancy to a poor stability of the numerical (explicit Euler) method used by Dobson to solve his equations. Throughout this paper we use the fourth order Runge-Kutta method which is well known to be stable. The computations are performed in double precision with a C++ numerical code.
The analytical expression for the oscillation period P can be found analytically at the instability threshold corresponding to b/ a = K:
A numerical analysis shows that the oscillation period is always very close to (25).
The instability mechanism in such a model is simple. When the meniscus moves into the condenser section (x increases), the pressure decreases not only because the gas expands but also because it is cooled down by the increasingly strong heat exchange with the cold part of the tube (a part of the vapor bubble is in the condenser). Similarly, during the backward motion of the meniscus, the gas is heated up not only because of the compression, but also because of the transfer of the heat from the hot portion of the walls. This pumping of energy into the gas acts in phase with the oscillations and thus increases them. Their amplitude cannot however be strong; except for the friction force, it is limited by the interplay of heat exchange rates with evaporator and condenser. Indeed, the calculation shows that the amplitude remains finite even if the friction force F f is zeroed.
We conclude the analysis of the superheated vapor model. In its main lines, it corresponds to the PHP models of other authors, at least in the linear approximation. The criterion of linear instability is established in terms of the system parameters. It is shown that such a model can develop only small amplitude oscillations during which the liquid-vapor meniscus remains inside the condenser without penetrating into the evaporator. This means that the evaporation can hardly be described by such a model. In the next section, a new model is proposed.
Film evaporation/condensation model
The present approach inherits from two existing classes of models. On one hand, it is the approach [16] that stresses the importance of the thin liquid films shown schematically in Fig. 4 . However, it considers the vapor to be isothermal at saturation temperature T sat for the current vapor pressure p v . In our opinion, it is hardly possible because the vapor compression or expansion due to the liquid plug motion can lead to the vapor bulk temperature different from the interface (saturation) temperature. On the other hand, there is an approach [11] [12] [13] that does describe the vapor temperature rise due to the vapor compression but ignores the interface saturation temperature.
In the present model, the main (bulk) part of the vapor is isothermal. Its temperature T v is allowed to be both higher (due to compression) and lower (due to expansion) than the saturation temperature that occurs at the vapor-liquid interface. In the latter case the vapor is in the metastable state which may persist only during short periods of time. Thin boundary layers form in the vapor near its borders. A difference between the interface and bulk vapor temperatures occurs because of the weakness of the heat diffusion in the vapor. The order of value of the thickness d bl of the temperature boundary layer in the vapor can be estimated by the
/s is the thermal diffusivity of the vapor and P % 0.3 s is the oscillation period. Since the vapor bubble is much longer, the temperature inside it can differ from that of the meniscus.
Like in the above cited models, the heat exchange inside the liquid turns out to be decoupled from the meniscus dynamics part of the problem and is not considered here.
The film is assumed to be of the constant thickness d lf [11, 12] . It completely covers the tube walls in the condenser and adiabatic sections (when the vapor exists in them) but may be partially or completely evaporated in the evaporator. Thus only a part of the film situated in the evaporator (Fig. 4) matters. The dynamics of its length L lf P 0 is described by the following equation:
V À _ m f e =ðqpdd lf Þ otherwise:
This expression means that the film is left by the liquid plug when it recedes (V > 0) and is ''eaten up" when it advances (V < 0). This term is needed only when the meniscus is inside the evaporator (i.e. when x 6 L e ). This description has been introduced by Dobson [11, 12] and is justified by the slow hydrodynamic response of viscous films. The first line of (26) is added to avoid negative L lf values when the film disappears during the liquid plug advance. The second line and a part of the third line are similar and mean film length variation due to film evaporation or possibly condensation in the evaporator with the mass rate _ m f e (positive at evaporation, negative at condensation).
The heat balance at the film vapor-liquid interface defines the mass exchange rate. One can write the heat balances separately for the evaporator and the condenser:
where h lv is the latent heat of vaporization. The r.h.s. of each equation corresponds to the heat flux in the film. It is proportional to the difference of the wall and interface temperatures. The heat flux in the vapor is assumed to be negligible because of its low heat conductivity. The heat transfer coefficients are defined by the film thickness. Since it is supposed to be the same in the evaporator and in the condenser, U e = U c = ck l /d lf where c 6 1 is a coefficient accounting for the spatial variation of the film thickness. L vc is defined in the previous section.
Condensation might occur in the evaporator because of the vapor compression. We assume implicitly in (27) that the condensation on the dry wall is much smaller in comparison with that on the film (because of the nucleation threshold which, for partial wetting case, is large on the wall but zero on the liquid). The condensation area in (27) is thus pdL lf , the same as that of evaporation.
Although much weaker than at the film interface, evaporation and condensation occur at the remaining meniscus part (other than the film) and exist even if the film is evaporated completely. The heat balance on the meniscus depends on whether the meniscus situates inside the evaporator or the condenser:
The lengths that enter the above equations are defined so as to account for the exact location of the meniscus:
The length L m is assumed to be of the order of 1% of the tube radius and the heat exchange coefficients U m e ¼ U m c are assumed to be about 0.3U. We note that at normal operating conditions, the contribution from the meniscus to the overall evaporation should be very small with respect to that of the film and can be non-negligible only for very high T e .
The vapor mass change is
Instead of (1) for the superheated vapor model, the vapor heat balance reads:
where the sensible heat exchange of the tube with the vapor in the evaporator is accounted for by the term:
Note a mistake in the works [11, 12] in the heat balance equation. Its correct form (32) is taken from [13] .
Eq. (33) involves the length of the dry part of the evaporator (Fig. 4 ):
and the heat exchange coefficient U v . The sensible heat exchange with the vapor is much weaker than the evaporation/condensation exchange and is included for completeness only. The estimated above thickness d bl of the diffusion boundary layer is used for the estimation U v = k v /d bl , where k v is the heat conductivity of the vapor. Based upon the experimental observations, it is assumed that when the vapor penetrates inside the adiabatic section and the condenser, the liquid film always covers the internal walls. There is no direct contact and thus no sensible heat exchange between the vapor and the condenser.
The expressions (2), (4)- (8), (26)- (34) fully define a set of five ordinary differential Eqs. (2), (6), (26), (31), (32) that govern the system.
It is easy to check that the linearization of this system does not make any sense; an analytical study is thus impossible and a numerical solution needs to be found. The set is solved with the standard fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
For the purpose of the comparison with the experimental setup described above, two different values of L r ; L eff;i r and L eff;f r were used in the expressions (7) and (8) defines the hydrodynamic friction in the system. Note that the friction force (8) used in the existing PHP modelling is quite a rough model of the reality. Such an expression corresponds to the viscous friction in the constant velocity flow of a single-phase fluid. The existence of two-phase flow (in particular, the thin film flow) can lead to a drastic increase of the friction so that the real friction force is much larger than that predicted by (8) . Indeed it is well known [18] that the viscous friction that occurs in the vicinity of the junction of the moving meniscus with the film or dry wall can be extremely large. This means that the experimental fit of L eff;f r might result in a much larger value than L t . Two examples of the numerical simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 . They use n-pentane as the working fluid whose material parameters are shown in Table  1a . p o = 90.6 kPa accounts for the hydrostatic pressure of 10 cm high liquid column. The following expression [19] has been used for the saturation curve 
where p v in Pa and T v is in K. Several parameters (Table 1b) that could not be measured in the experiment were adjusted to fit the experimental data of Fig. 2 . It has been checked that the ideal gas equation of state is applicable as T v remains to be larger and far enough from T sat throughout the simulations. The vapor superheat is about 12 K for Fig. 6a and 30 K for Fig. 6b .
In addition, a parametric analysis has been carried out. It has shown that, unlike the superheated vapor model, the system is robust: it is almost insensitive to the initial conditions. Independently of them (in reasonable limits), the established oscillations are of the same amplitude, average value and frequency. It means that the system itself chooses the mass of the vapor.
While the system is almost insensible to the value of L m , the other parameters of Table 1b can strongly influence its behavior. As expected, L eff;i r controls the oscillation period defined with a good accuracy by (25) with s defined by (21) (where L eff;i r value should be used for L r ). d lf has the strongest impact on the amplitude of the oscillations. The increase of d lf leads to the decrease of the heat transfer coefficients which decreases the amplitude. In addition it leads to the decrease of the rate of change of L lf through (26) which decreases the amplitude even stronger. c has been introduced to decouple these two effects.
Comparison and discussion
The oscillation amplitude in the film evaporation/condensation model is large. In agreement with the above experimental observations, the meniscus penetrates both into condenser and evaporator during each oscillation. One can deduce that the superheated vapor model is inadequate; the evaporation/condensation model should be used instead.
One of the most important features of a PHP model is the existence of the instability threshold. Fig. 6a corresponds to the conditions just above the threshold. It is sufficient to decrease T e or increase T c by 1 K to prevent the oscillations. The behavior of the system under threshold (i.e. at stability) resembles that of Fig. 5a .
The modeled behavior of the liquid film in the evaporator corresponds to the experiment [20] . It is slowly evaporated during the meniscus receding into the condenser and may disappear completely when the meniscus attains the edge (x = x f ) during a short time period. The rate of the film evaporation increases with T e ; at large T e the film can be completely evaporated before the meniscus comes back into the evaporator.
A comparison of Fig. 6a and b with Fig. 2a and b shows a good qualitative agreement. The amplitude of oscillations for the low temperature case (a), which is close to the instability threshold, is smaller than for the high temperature case (b). Both experiments and simulations show less regular oscillations in the case (a) and more regular oscillations in the case (b). Some finer features of the behavior are also reproduced. In particular, these are the intermittency of the pressure minima in the case (a) or sharp maxima of the pressure in the case (b). Both in the theory and experiment, the pressure curve is steeper at expansion than at compression. This is probably because, at high amplitude oscillations, liquid film enters deeply into the evaporator and more liquid evaporates giving a large pressure rise in short time. While the theoretical and experimental frequencies coincide for each of two cases, the amplitudes correspond within about 15%. However, it is not possible to achieve a complete coincidence of the amplitudes of both displacement and pressure by fitting the parameters of Table 1b. For equal x amplitudes, the simulated p v amplitude turns out to be larger than the experimental value. We attribute this discrepancy primarily to the deficiency of the viscous friction model discussed above which manifests itself also in the unrealistically large values of L eff;f r in Table 1b .
Conclusions
In the present paper we analyze the functioning of the PHP that consists of a single bubble and a single liquid plug. Such a system can develop an instability that leads to the liquid-meniscus oscillations. A corresponding experiment is performed. The meniscus displacement in the transparent condenser and the pressure variation are analyzed both close to the instability threshold and far from it. Close to the instability threshold the oscillations are less regular and have a smaller amplitude than far from it. In an attempt to better understand the existing PHP models [13, 11, 12] , we analyze their simplified version (''superheated vapor" model). Such a simplification allows some important parameters (in particular, the oscillation frequency) to be obtained analytically. We show that the existing models describe only small amplitude oscillations during which the meniscus stays in the condenser section. We propose a more coherent (''evaporation/condensation") model that allows the large amplitude oscillations (as observed experimentally) to be explained. The results of the latter model are compared with the experiment. The model succeeds in the description of almost all observable qualitative features of the oscillations. In particular, a smaller amplitude of each second oscillation near the oscillation threshold is reproduced. A good quantitative agreement is achieved. This model is thus suitable for the future modelling of the multi-bubble PHP.
Table 1a
Values of n-pentane parameters used to obtain Fig. 6a 
